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Digital Boudoir Photography: A Step-By-Step Guide to Creating Fabulous Images of Any WomanCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Boudoir photography does not require its subject to be a beautiful, physically flawless woman. It does not require the use of extravagantly expensive equipments, props, and studio space. In fact, the very essence of boudoir photography is the idea that its subject is not a professional model and is not even necessarily in the boudoir. No longer...
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Organizational Consulting: How to Be an Effective Internal Change AgentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Organizational Consulting
"Alan grasps the very essence of organizational consulting. It’s not about foolish fads or mindless meetings, it’s about relationships, trust and focusing on key issues with a sense of urgency that gets results. His principles and techniques are easy to understand and apply."
...
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Managing Cisco Network SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2002
Information security has become an extremely important topic for everyone over the past few years. In today’s environment the number of touch points between an organization’s information assets and the outside world has drastically increased: millions of customers can interact via a Web site, thousands of employees and partners may...
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Getting Started with Magento Extension DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	This practical guide to building Magento modules from scratch takes you step-by-step through the whole process, from first principles to practical development. At the end of it you’ll have acquired expertise based on thorough understanding.


	Overview

	
		Get a detailed insight into the structure of...
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Granular Computing: Analysis and Design of Intelligent Systems (Industrial Electronics)CRC Press, 2013

	Information granules, as encountered in natural language, are implicit in nature. To make them fully operational so they can be effectively used to analyze and design intelligent systems, information granules need to be made explicit. An emerging discipline, granular computing focuses on formalizing information granules and unifying them to...
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Challenging Mathematical Problems With Elementary Solutions (Volume 2)Dover Publications, 1987
This volume contains seventy-four problems. The statements of the problems are given first, followed by a section giving complete solutions. Answers and hints are given at the end of the book. For most of the problems the reader is advised to find a solution by himself. After solving the problem, he should check his answer against the one given...
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Professional Papervision3D (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Flash programmers have always enjoyed a freedom of expression unparalleled in other programming platforms. And with the release of AS3 and CS4, Adobe has propelled that freedom of expression into the third dimension.


	But long before AS3, Flash developers were experimenting with 3D. And applications like Papervision3D formalized...
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Batch Chemical Process Integration: Analysis, Synthesis and OptimizationSpringer, 2009
“Batch Chemical Process Integration: Analysis, Synthesis and Optimization” is an excellent source of information on state-of-the-art mathematical and graphical techniques for analysis, synthesis and optimization of batch chemical plants. It covers recent techniques in batch process integration with a particular focus on the...
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Murach's JavaScript and jQueryMike Murach & Associates, 2012

	There is a newer edition of this book titled Murach's jQuery (2nd Edition).


	JQuery is one of the technologies that every web developer should master. The trouble is that jQuery is difficult to learn, especially for programming novices. Now, this new book makes it easier than ever to learn jQuery, jQuery UI (User...
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MongoDB in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Databases are the workhorses of the information age. Like Atlas, they go largely unnoticed
	in supporting the digital world we’ve come to inhabit. It’s easy to forget that our
	digital interactions, from commenting and tweeting to searching and sorting, are in
	essence interactions with a database. Because of this fundamental...
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Creating Magickal Entities: A Complete Guide to Entity CreationEgregore Publishing, 2003
Creating Magickal Entities is a comprehensive reference manual that  presents step-by-step instructions for creating entities through  astral manipulation that will change your life. This manual, written  by three practicing occultists, reveals magickal and alchemical  methods, many which have been lost and suppressed through the ages, in  a...
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Cisco Router Configuration Handbook (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	There are many sources of information and documentation for configuring Cisco networking


	devices, but few provide a quick and portable solution for networking professionals. This book is designed to provide a quick-and-easy reference guide for a wide range of commonly used features that can be configured on...
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